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Dear Staff and Students of Glenunga,
With this issue, we are marking The Glenunga Dispatch’s first tribune of term 3.
We, as well as the editorial team, are delighted at how this issue has come together and are more excited than ever
to share this issue with you all.
On that note, as always we hope that you enjoy reading this tribune, and that you will put your belief in the power
of the press!
Sincerely Yours,
Amir Alikhani and Isaac Sibley
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Student Life

Virtual Learning
A Leap for Future Education or Simply
an Obstacle in the Face of Schooling?
By Choeying Mackirdy
As we enter a new term, for most of
us the familiar fall into the regular routine and back to school
angst is far less as we barely
need to step outside the comfort of our own house, let
alone

back

onto

school

grounds and classes. In light

of the global pandemic of

COVID-19, encouraging the

isolation of all, many have

chosen not to return to school

for the next 15 weeks for safety

purposes. Leaving but one option,

the receiving of a virtual education

via the online interaction between

student, teacher and peers. Thus, many
families and students are posing the

Finding

question of what this will look like for

over

uniform, deadlines, classes etc.

months,

For Glenunga, students are to attend

application of new programs and

students

in

terms

of

scheduling, the

classes via cisco and other online

resources holding to our scheduled

timetables, done so wearing presentable
neat clothing in an isolated, distrac-

tion-free environment. Although, this is
unlike anything we have experienced so

far, we should view online learning with
an open mind.

Educators of the world have had no
choice but to adapt their teaching style

past

taking

positives in a

time where the media

learning online. This has involved the

and population seem to plaster bad

resources within learning to enable the

hard. Like any obstacle, we must use

better communication between teacher
and student. As we know, week 11 of
Term 1 was composed of multiple pupil

free day’s for public schools across

South Australia, whilst students enjoyed

news like it will bring them good luck is

this pandemic and address it as a learn-

ing curve, see how it can help us grow.
Similar to South Korea’s adaption after

the outbreak of the MERS corona virus

in 2015, the rest of the world now

essentially an extra week of holidays, placed in the same situation has had to
teachers persisted to school to complete

modify and implicate new health regu-

resources to be introduced under the

health system and future response. In

training in the navigation and use of
schooling basis next term.

lations and plans for a more effective

education, the same is being done, as
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more and more schools take to online

The

resources

easier at school is widely

schooling changes in curriculum and
are

also

being

made

long-term, students also believe that we
may be looking at an insight into future

education. Tension surrounding the

sudden need for change within the

education system has flared the talk of

interaction

and

beneficial for the development

of

personal

growth and learning
of students. The usual
opportunities

that

provides

Interviewed students have said they feel

surrounding

peers as video chat classes encourage the

majorly conflicted by

involvement, interaction and participa-

tion of all students that is otherwise
overlooked and not as enforced in the
typical classroom.
This

panic

moment

in

self-isolating,
tasks

ridden,

history

unprecedented
has

everyone

accommodating

daily

nature

of

to life at home. The
isolated

learn-

human

connection that is so much

the potential benefits to online learning. school
ironically closer with their teachers and

student-life has been

isolated learning. The sole

idea of student-life is provid-

ing opportunities for students to

connect with like-minded people and

encourage the interconnection of our

may

mutual interest and common goals. It

we will be going completely online

school with one another through
teaches students how to connect with

people and interact with those around
them, building vital social skills encouraging social growth and pushing beyond

the normal comfort zone to reap the

i n g , benefits. Not to say that it is not possible

for some

learn to the

best of their abilities and so it is unlikely

anytime soon as the limitations exceed
the benefits. Yet, the current need for

online learning may influence the larger
incorporation of online resources in the

future and lead the way to a more technology dependant educa-

how-

to continue with these prospects online, Let this global

h a s

that school provides doesn’t hurt when

e v e r , but the location, ease and conditioning

to
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proven
be

a

tough change

and like anything, not

providing benefits in learning.

The basis of what we currently know

about virtual learning is seemingly

without challenge. In staying home, limited but no doubt crosses my mind in
students are unable to access the physi-

saying that the current pandemic is

provides. Subjects such as food-tech-

systems all over the globe and may just

cal resources that a school environment

nology, innovation and design and

sciences lack the resources for active

learning through experimentation as

stirring drastic modifications in all

be the push needed for change. Obvi-

tion style.

struggle
focus our
attention on

what we
can

rather

do

than

what we cannot.

More so, what possibilities we can

achieve, as this challenge opens path-

ways of new opportunities for the global

ously, there is a reason we have schools, education system but also ourselves as
they provide a dedicated area for the

they require technological competency. development of students so that they

learners.

Visit our website at: sites.google.com/gihs.sa.edu.au/theglenungadispatch
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Opinion

No Justice, No Peace!
By Natalie Jakacic
The United States of America is experiencing a revolution. And the catalyst for
this revolution has been brewing for an
extraordinarily long period of time.
Contrary to what some might believe,
rebellion has always been used as a
method through which citizens fight for
their liberty (the fact that they have to
do so at all is another issue). As the Declaration of Independence makes quite
clear, ‘[…] whenever any form of
government shall become destructive of
these ends, it is the right of the people to
alter or abolish it, and to institute new
government.’ Those ‘ends’ are, as the
founding fathers wrote, the unalienable
rights of the citizen including life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness. Whether
that country has ever offered even one of
those ‘unalienable rights’ to its entire
demographic is a topic of heightened
debate; because systemic racism has been
to America what butter is to bread. You
must understand that the United States
of America functions as a contradiction,
a juxtaposition. It proclaims and unabashedly flaunts its civil rights and liberties
and the opportunistic ‘American Dream’
exclusive to their land of the free. Yet,
since its departure from the British
Empire, it has remained an oligarchical
society excluding and enslaving minority
groups, whilst the leaders function on a
nepotistic and quid pro quo basis. The
second President of the United States,
John Adams, once stated, in reference to
the newborn country’s treatment by the
treatment by the British, “We won’t be
their Negroes.” White people are very
much capable of exercising their right to
break free of bonds, metaphorically; if
something does not satisfy their entitlements, especially as defined in their

precious Bill of Rights which every conservative seems to cite as the be-all and
end-all to any issue concerning moral,
they riot and complain until the issue is
addressed. In the process, they silence
those who their white entitlement and
privilege is affecting. This has made for
an incredibly weak foundation of the
United States; if you will, Band Aids the
colour of my skin have been plastered
over the gaping wound of injustice for
hundreds of years. But, injustice is not a
broad enough term to cover the murders,
the lynchings, the brutality, and a
culture in which Black people cannot
call the police without significant, and
very real, fear for their lives. However,
the thing that caused finally caused
America to break in two and begin what I
consider to be the long descent to its
collapse was the death of George Floyd
on the 25th of May, 2020. I’m sure the
facts of the murder are as ingrained into
your memory as they are into mine;
Floyd purchased cigarettes at a local
Minneapolis corner store, of which he
was a regular. A young teenage employee,
new to the States, determined Floyd had
used a counterfeit $20 bill to purchase
the cigarettes, and called 911. The call
transcript denotes the employee’s recount
of his interaction with Floyd; “We tell
them […] to give us our cigarettes back
and so he can go home [sic.], but he
doesn’t want to do that, and […] he’s
awfully drunk and he’s not in control of
himself.” Police arrived, a deployment of
four officers; Tou Thao, J. Alexander
Kueng, Thomas Kiernan Lane and
Derek Michael Chauvin. Floyd’s first
interaction with the police began as
Lane asked him to place his hands on
the steering wheel, to which he complied.

However, due to reasons unknown, a
brief struggle followed and Floyd was
pulled from the vehicle; state prosecutors
have since claimed that Floyd was composed, and even thanked the officers.
Excessive force was used upon Floyd
despite the fact that did not resist arrest,
and repeatedly stated this fact to police;
yet, after falling to the pavement, Chauvin
placed his knee upon Floyd’s neck,
Kueng applied pressure to his torso, and
Lane restrained Floyd’s legs. You know
what happens next; the sixteen cries of
“I can’t breathe,” in the duration of the
existing footage, Floyd’s excruciating wails
for his mother, and the pleas of “My
stomach hurts, my neck hurts, everything
hurts… Don’t kill me.” Chauvin did not
release Mr Floyd until at least a minute
after the ambulance arrived. A witness is
heard stating, “Did they f***ing kill him?”
When the initial findings of Floyd’s
autopsy began their media circulation, I
began to question my own sanity. An
accredited physician, who nonetheless
had been presented with footage delineating the death of the man he was examining, deemed that ‘no physical findings
[…] support a diagnosis of traumatic
asphyxia or strangulation.’ Instead, Floyd’s
death was largely attributed to pre-existing
conditions including coronary artery
disease. The rest of us were left to piece
together what we’d witnessed with our
own two eyes compared to deceptively
manipulative medical jargon. A particular
emphasis was put on the fact that Mr
Floyd was potentially intoxicated; an
unnecessary remark playing into the
tired archetype established by the
Reagan and Nixon administrations that
Black people abuse and rely upon drugs
and alcohol. Eventually, the findings
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were rectified to conclude that Floyd’s
death was a homicide, caused by a cardiopulmonary arrest whilst being restrained
by Chauvin’sneck compression. Floyd’s
death did not only provoke the usual
outpour of tributes, sympathy, and the
mandatory detached apology from the
police chief. The pro-testing began almost
immediately after the footage of his
death began its widespread circulation of
the Internet. Floyd’s death did not only
provoke the usual outpour of tributes,
sympathy, and the mandatory detached
apology from the police chief. The
protesting began almost immediately
after the footage of his death began its
widespread circulation of the Internet.
Across each and every state in America,
cries of “I can’t breathe!” and “Take it to
the streets, defund the police, no justice,
no peace!” echoed, their voices rich with
a culmination of pain and anger reminiscent of the civil rights movement.
Although, this time around, the crowds
have been undeniably more diverse;
indicating a wider societal awareness.
The unrelenting solidarity is a powerful
means against the police violence and
wider condemnation Black people have
historically received once they dare to
protest the validity of their rights
(which, really, is the least they are owed
by the patriarchal society that kidnapped

stubborn pride. Famed abolitionist Frederick Douglas wrote in 1866, ‘The thing
worse than rebellion is the thing that
causes rebellion,’ defining the double
standard of the American riot. Alas, we
must remember that protest has almost
always accompanied significant change,
which would have otherwise not have
occurred. The Minneapolis police department has already stated plans to dismantle and create a new system of public
safety; likewise, Democrats in Congress
have introduced the Justice of Policing
Act 2020, containing significant measures
concerning the combat of police misconduct, excessive force, and racial bias in
policing. I in no way mean to endorse
‘rioting’, but in this case, and largely
throughout other historical matters such
as the Civil Rights movement, the violence did not begin with the protestors. In
this case, the violence began with the torture
and murder of George Floyd. The intention
of these protests is to prevent what the
original sin highlighted. Those in positions
of power must always frame change as
dangerous, because these figures are entirely
self-aware of the fact that change results
in the jeopardy of their position; and
whilst this threat to their position is very
real, the accompanying fear speaks to the
fragility of these leaders, who are usually
straight, white, male, and wealthy. The

them from their mother country and
robbed them of their dignity in the first
place). The media has been particular in
labelling the protestors ‘looters’, ‘thugs’
and even ‘un-American’. If the definition
of un-American is actively opposing the
ideals the country endorses, such as prejudice and racially motivated crimes, then
protestors should wear that label with

capitalist system, which by definition benefits a select few unwilling to disperse their
power in a form of supremacy, is conjoined
at the hip to systemic racism. Floyd’s
very public death has not only provoked
serious consideration of the abolition of
the police as an executive entity, but
rioting has highlighted the savage capitalism marking a prominent social divide.
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As we’ve established, white supremacy is
deeply ingrained in every institution in
America; and capitalism requires the presence of racism to function. Some of the
defining tenets of capitalism are property,
ownership of property, and property rights;
and they are rooted in racial domination.
As Professor Cheryl Harris wrote on the
matter, ‘the hyper-exploitation of Black
labour was accomplished by treating Black
people themselves as objects of property,
and [producing] a mixed category of property and humanity - a hybrid possessing
inherent instabilities that were reflected in
its treatment and ratification by the law.’
Now, what does it mean to consider a
person property? Think of what it means
to legally be considered 3/5ths of a human
being; just as the 1787 Constitutional
Convention used this ‘compromise’ to deny
the rights of Black people, and to foster
violence and discrimination. 1787 was two
hundred and thirty three years ago, a mere
eleven years after the Declaration of Independence emancipated the thirteen original
colonies from British rule. I really don’t
think societal conduct has changed much
since then. It’s just become slightly more
discreet. I can’t contain some two hundred
and forty-four years of white supremacy
and systemic racism into a single article,
no matter how many pages I’m given. And
I cannot begin to fathom the fact that
there is downright outrage and dissention
over ending racism; (this one goes out to
the white boys playing Devil’s Advocate)
it’s now your job to learn, to listen, to read,
to watch, and to acknowledge and respect
Black leaders and emerging revolutionaries
of the twenty first century. We are the
generation upon which the future rests, and
I know we are all very much aware of this;
it’s a responsibility not taken lightly. Fight
however you can. Angela Davis once said,
‘But there’s a message there for everyone and
it is that people can unite, that democracy
can challenge oligarchy […] that fascism
can be overcome, and that equality is emancipatory.’ That was in the 1970s; and they
say we shouldn’t let history repeat itself.
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Prose & Poetry

‘Apollo’

By Amir Alikhani

excelled. Man conquered the moon.

Man won the war. Man sought peace.
But man also bit from the apple. Man

betrayed the word of a superior belief.
Was it to please? Was it to survive? Was

Think of a word that describes fear. A it out of hatred? You see, in all of man-

word that describes progress. A word kind’s glory, when men and women were

that epitomizes what it means to be by all means on top of the world,
man. But keep in mind, a word just like humanity is not lost. It thrives. Betrayal
any other, can mean one thing, all the and neglect are just as present in a

while meaning another. Apollo. Spoken moment of triumph as joy and relief.
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‘Calendar’

By Hima

we fit narrowly into it

a small slice of time

a cramped place

our joints bend and press
against the walls

muscles break through

in ancient times to remind mere mortals Mankind has overcome pestilence and

their limiters, becoming limp

times to remind the gods of their limita- ty because without the con of man, we

the weight of our actions

of their mortality. Exclaimed in modern war, tolerated the very worst of humanitions. What remains is always humanity. would not be where we are today.
The integer that cannot be substituted.

The missing puzzle piece from a puzzle You will see in one moment. One

with infinite pieces. For better or worse, captured perspective that was inspired

we are left with humanity. Seeing no from the peak of humanity, that even
boundaries, knowing no restraint. Reck- during the most glorious podiums of
lessness, betrayal, love, elation, achieve- success and magnificence, there is always
ment, depression, genius.

room for betrayal, envy and wrath.

Human.

Whether it is on the stellar surface of the

We came, we saw, we conquered. We did. moon, or on nature’s green grass, the

the spirit of words

both what we deny and what we

accept.

as teeth and mouth stretch

into a smile, a colony,
and its victim

packed together

into printed boxes

on a calendar.

When our race was most vulnerable, we human condition remains unchanged.
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